AWS and Salesforce

Transform How You Work with
Alexa for Business and Salesforce
Interact with Salesforce applications using voice

Amazon Alexa, the voice service that powers the Echo, can play your favorite music, provide you with news and weather updates, run
your smart home, track your shopping list, and look up interesting facts, all with simple voice requests. Now, this hands-free, natural voice
interface can help transform how people work.
Alexa can help employees working from the office or at home stay organized and focused on the things that matter. For example,
meetings are commonly delayed by users struggling with conference room equipment, looking for meeting login information, and dialing
into the meeting. Now, by simply saying “Alexa, start my meeting,” Alexa for Business gets your meeting started. Imagine all of the things
Alexa can do around the workplace such as providing directions to a conference room, notifying IT about a broken printer, or placing an
order for office supplies. For businesses, one of the most powerful use cases for Alexa is the ability to interact with corporate applications
using voice, such as Salesforce.

Alexa helps you
at your desk

Alexa simplifies your
conference rooms

Alexa helps you around
the workplace

Alexa adds voice to your
products and services

Alexa for Business and Salesforce
Salesforce is the world’s #1 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platform.1 Hundreds of thousands of
“Alexa, tell Salesforce to
update my opportunity
close date to today.”

customers use Salesforce in their organizations to manage their customer data. Salesforce is leveraging Alexa
Skills to make it easy for users to access Einstein Analytics, Insights and other Salesforce capabilities.

Access Salesforce data using voice
With the availability of Alexa for Business private skills templates you can easily create voice interactions with
your Salesforce data. Additionally, you can make private skills available to only your employees. Once the skill
“Alexa, ask Salesforce
what is my committed
revenue this quarter.”

is enabled, your employees can access Salesforce data from any of their Alexa devices.
With the integration of Alexa for Business and Salesforce, users can access their critical corporate Salesforce
applications from anywhere using just their voice.

Getting Started
Learn more at https://aws.amazon.com/alexaforbusiness
Build an Alexa skill at https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/projects/build-an-alexa-skill
Get started with free Alexa skill templates at https://github.com/Alexa/alexa-for-business
www.salesforce.com/company/news-press/press-releases/2017/05/170518/
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For over 12 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 125 fully featured
services for compute, storage, databases, networking, analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of Things(IoT), mobile, security, hybrid,
virtual and augmented reality (VR and AR), media, and application development, deployment, and management from 54 Availability Zones (AZs) within 18
geographic Regions and one Local Region around the world, spanning the U.S., Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Ireland, Japan, Korea,
Singapore, and the UK. AWS services are trusted by millions of active customers around the world—including the fastest-growing startups, largest enterprises,
and leading government agencies—to power their infrastructure, make them more agile, and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.
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